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The Scholarly Publishing Scene -Words of Warning Column Editor: Myer Kutz (President, Myer Kutz Associates, Inc.) <myerkutz@aol.com> R ecently, I reread Other Men's Daughters, a novel that I read for the first time nearly four decades ago. Published by Dutton, the book was written by Richard Stern, a professor of English at the University of Chicago from 1955 to 2002. (I enjoyed the novel this time, but not as much as I remembered. Professor-falling-for-amuch-younger-woman-and-escaping-a-shrewish-wife-his-own-age has become a cliche. Stern himself had a substantial reputation back in the 1970s, but it seems not to have endured at such an exalted level, or won't until someone writes a new appreciation.) I have the original hardcover edition; I can tell by markings in my copy that I must have bought it used. When I turned to the copyright page to check the publication year -it was 1973 -I found this lengthy and, I thought, prescient statement:
No Of course, Wiley has always been a copyright champion, so I'm not going to belabor any supposition that the firm's legal department contained personnel who might not have been as imaginative as those working for a publisher of trade fiction and non-fiction. Besides, as a copyright champion, Wiley had a major role in the establishment of the Copyright Clearance Center. That's one of the factors -in addition to the ubiquity of all manner of electronic devices, as well as the Internet itself -that helps produce a paragraph such as the one found on the copyright page of the new edition (the fourth) of There's another lengthy paragraph that publishers have added in one form or another to the copyright page. Whenever I look at one of these paragraphs, I'm reminded of the story told by my mentor, the late Bob Polhemus, my boss when I took a job as an acquisitions editor at Wiley years ago. (An impossibly cheerful, roly-poly fellow, Bob was not only a fund of information about scientific and technical book publishing -some of it possibly apocryphal, but who could tell? -but also a perfect imitator of Louis Armstrong's rich, gravelly singing voice.) A favorite story concerned the flawed tennis court dimensions that appeared in an edition of Architectural Graphic Standards (AGS), a perennial Wiley bestseller. According to the story, which I've never been able to confirm, when a hapless architect provided a doubtless very disgruntled client with a tennis court that used the incorrect AGS dimensions, there was a lawsuit. The judge, Bob's tale had it, threw the suit out on the grounds that the plaintiffs should have known better than to rely on some book, no matter its reputation.
Nowadays, in our more litigious era, publishers take no chances on finding judges sympathetic to the risks inherent in publishing technical information supplied by outsiders working in a "work-made-for-hire" regime. Now, you will find statements similar to the following on copyright pages of STM books:
Limit It's not surprising that a publisher with pockets far deeper than those of nearly all contributors would inset such a self-protection clause in a contributor's agreement, even thought the publisher's lawyers must know that of all the clauses in a wordy document of five or six pages, this is the one that contributors would be most liable to contest. But lawyers take no prisoners these days, i.e., they seldom give in to contributors who want the warranty clause excised or even modified. And as perusal of their written fears on copyright pages would indicate, lawyers have, I must admit, more imagination than the rest of us might appreciate.
